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Say Something Beautiful (Then Shut the #@&% Up!)..................Tonito Walls
Mirage of a Rainy Autumn.................................................Tonito Walls
(Back Home Again In) Indiana.........................James Hanley and Ballard MacDonald
Autumn Leaves.................................................................Joseph Kosma
  transcription of Stan Getz solo by Tonito Walls
Reincarnation of a Lovebird..........................Charles Mingus
And We Talked All Night..............................Jon Crowley
  transcription of tune and of Jon Crowley solo by Tonito Walls
Better Day That Never Comes Tomorrow.........................Tonito Walls

This senior recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements
for the Bachelor of Music degree in Jazz Studies.
Tonito Walls is a student of J.C. Kuhl, Skip Gailes, and John D’earth.